Pepper, you bring shame to Chaosah.

Cayenne is right, a witch of Chaosah worth the title must command humility, fear and respect.

... while you, you offer tea and cupcakes, even to our demons*...

But...

...godmothers...
Pepper, you are certainly talented, but you are also our only successor.

It is our duty to make you a true, mean witch of Chaosah.

But... I don't want to be mean! It's... it's contrary to everyth...

SILENCE!

... or we'll revoke all of your powers!

And you'll once more become the little idiot orphan of Squirrel's End.

Cumin will shadow you from now on to help train you and update us with your progress.
The new King of Acren is too kind and gentle with his subjects. The people must fear their King.

Your first mission is to find and intimidate the monarch to better manipulate him.

A true witch of Chaosah has influence over the powerful!
The King ?...
...so young ?!

We must be the same age...

What are you waiting for?! Go on! Wake him, intimidate him, scare him!
You and I, we are a little alike...

young...
alone...

...prisoners of our destinies.
First test: TOTAL FAILURE!
We've got a lot of work ahead of us Pepper...
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Open-source and permissive
I want to give people the right to share, use, build and even make money upon the work I've created.
All pages, artworks and content were made with Free/Libre Open-Sources Software on Gnu/Linux, and all sources are on Pepper&Carrot website, Source menu. Commercial usage, translations, fan-arts, printing, movies, video-games, sharing, repost are encouraged.
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Quality entertainment for everyone, everywhere
Pepper&Carrot is a comedy/humor webcomic suited for everyone, every age. No mature content, no violence. Free and open-source, Pepper&Carrot is a proud example of how cool could be free-culture.
I'm focusing a lot on quality, because free and open-source doesn't mean bad or amateur. Au contraire.
Let's change comic industry!
With less intermediary between audience and artist you pay less and I benefit more. You support me directly.
No publisher/distributor/marketing/fashion can force me to change Pepper&Carrot to fit their vision of 'the market'.

. . . Why not a single success couldn't 'snowball' a whole industry in crisis? Let's try it!

Help me to boost Pepper&Carrot production today

Thank you for reading!
David Revoy